
THE PEACE TRAIN 
“Initially little more than a well meaning anti war movement, the galactic pacifist 

front now leads one of the most feared and ruthless armies of outer rim.  

Although it might have started out as little more than a toothless protest group, 

the leaders of the GPF soon realised that no one was going to stop fighting any 

time soon, and the only way to attain peace was to win every war throughout the 

galaxy. With nothing short of total battlefield annihilation on their agenda, the 

GPF employs war machines that are designed to break the moral of even the 

most hardened soldier. One such machine is the mobile fire base, or as it has 

come to be known, The peace train. 

 

Originally designed by Captain “Dog” stevens, The peace train is an armoured 

behemoth of a tank - 12 inches of reinforced armour plating mounted atop a 

spiked forward wheel and a set of stone crushing tracks. Armed with a main  

atom cannon, twin laser cannons, and utterly bristling with anti infantry machine 

guns, the peace train is capable of breaking the back of an entire army.  

If that weren’t enough, the peace train is also a weapon of psychological warfare 

- during battle its radio systems jam enemy frequencies with soothing folk  

music and messages of harmony, its banners display messages of love and  

unity, and its hull is decked out in anti violence bumper stickers. Even the metal 

monsters engines help it sow peace throughout the battlefield, as its engine 

smoke is laced with relaxing incense and essential oils.  

 

Should you ever face a peace train on the battlefield, you’ll quickly find that if the 

fear doesn’t drive you mad, then the ideological contradictions is displays surely 

will.  

 

 



Agility Shooting Type size hitpoints Cost 

5 5 Ground Medium 200 600 

Traits Effect 

Ramshackle 
This vehicle is considered to be derelict  

immediately upon failing a break test. 

Ideological  

contradiction 

The first time an enemy character wishes to attack the 

peace train, they must first roll 1D10. on a roll of 10, the 

peace train has confused them enough to distract them 

from attacking. They may not make any attack actions 

against the peace train this turn.  

Abilities Effect 

Leaflet drop 

Once per game, the peace train may drop pro peace  

leaflets onto the battlefield. All characters within 1D10+5 

cm of the peace train may not make any attack actions for 

during the next turn. 

Weapon Description Damage 

Battle cannon Ranged. 60cm 1D12+6 

Sonic reducer 

Ranged. Range ∞.  

For every 10cm in distance this 

weapon is from its target, add 1D8 

to its damage. 
(E.G. 10cm = 2D8, 30cm = 3D8  etc.) 

1D8* 

Heavy machine 

guns 

Ranged. 40cm. 

This weapon may divide its dam-

age dice up between 

 different targets in a single action. 
(E.G. you may fire this gun at 1 target for 

6D6 damage, or 3 targets for 2D6 damage 

each, and so on.) 

6D6 
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